Abstract
Introduction
As a result of the standardization of graphical user interfaces, a user can often rely on prior knowledge of other applications when confronted with a new user interface. Traditional widgets in desktop environments provide DIIRUGDQFHV WR WKH XVHU ³VXJJHVWLQJ´ KRZ DQ object may be interacted with, while the visibility principle states that designers should make the important aspects of a system visible to the user. Ideally, which actions a user can perform on an interface and how the actions can be executed, should be obvious just by looking at the interface.
In contrast, multi-touch interface components allow multiple concurrent points of control that are often not visually represented in the interface. Due to this characteristic design of multi-touch user interfaces, first-time users have a difficult time figuring out what can be done with the interface and how it can be done.
Especially multi-touch setups in public spaces suffer from this problem: the limited time and ³GLUHFW XVH´ RI WKH V\VWHP GR not allow for much exploration of the interaction techniques. This leads to a rather complex situation, in which the multi-touch interface is assumed to support intuitive interaction through gestures that come close to real-world interaction [6] . However, users experience difficulties finding out how to interact with such an interface due to the amount of different gestures and the lack of visibility and familiarity. In early deployments of large multi-touch displays in public spaces [2] , users often try to operate the interface with just one index finger. Only after some time they carefully try to use their second index finger.
This paper proposes an approach to learn multi-WRXFK LQWHUDFWLRQ ³RQ WKH VSRW´ YLVXDO guides are merged with the actual user interface to inform the user about the supported interaction techniques.
Related work
Coutaz [1] introduces the idea of a meta-User Interface as a user interface dedicated to control and evaluate the state of an interactive ambient space. The meta-UI concept is an expansion at the ambient computing level of what the shell or desktop metaphor is at the personal computer level. Our objective is much more restricted, but can be related to the general goal of the meta-UI in the context of multi-touch interactive surfaces.
Most of the existing literature addresses help systems in environments other than multi-touch user interfaces. Myers [9] proposes an application framework that aims to answer the user ¶V questions on why something happens in an interactive system or why not. Unlike many help designs that focus on shortening the guOIRIH[HFXWLRQ0\HUV ¶PHWKRGDLPV to shorten the gulf of evaluation [10] . The system helps users to interpret what they perceive on the screen and to determine how to alter the outcome if necessary. The philosophy of this approach is similar to ours, as we aim to assist users in understanding how they can interact with a multi-touch user interface.
Vogel [15] presents user interfaces on public ambient displays that expose help through looping video sequences. However, the paper does not focus on when to trigger help, how to choose a particular help topic or how to represent it.
Some literature discusses how we can i mprove the initial int eraction between users and help systems [4] , or how help can be presented to the user, including animated demonstrations [11], animated context-sensitive help [14] , and task-oriented [12] or dialog-based help [13] . Multi-layered interfaces [7] provide integrated initial guidance, to help users get started with a new interface. Other studies provides research data on how end users actually behave when using embedded help [5] , or what effect the placement of help messages has on performance [8] . Although none of this literature takes multi-touch interfaces into account, a lot of the concepts are relevant to our approach.
TouchGhost: self-explanatory interface
The foundation of our work is the concept of a selfexplanatory touch-based user interface: a TouchGhost interface. A TouchGhost interface embeds contextsensitive help, illustrating which functionalities are offered by the system and how the user can apply them. A TouchGhost is a meta-level interface object, providing help for a particular interface component by associating visual guides to every action the component supports. If an interface supports the moving, rotating and scaling of pictures, we call the set of visual guides demonstrating these actions the TouchGhost of the picture component (Figure 1) . Possible visualisations of a TouchGhost guide include playing a short YLGHR UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH XVHU ¶V fingers by small dots or simulating real actions with virtual, animated hands. The latter options have the distinctive advantage of presenting the guidance directly on the interface components the user is currently working with, while a video fragment can only show a generic example.
As Figure 1 shows, a TouchGhost object can associate multiple guides to every action the interface component supports. Each guide can present the help in a different way, so the designer is free to provide different visualizations for each action. TouchGhost strategies eventually decide how or when a TouchGhost is activated and which particular visual guide will be presented to the user. Strategies will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
A TouchGhost can be associated to a single user interface element (e.g. a picture, Figure 2-1) , a set of user interface elements (e.g. two objects that can be merged, Figure 2 -2) or a relationship between several user interface elements (e.g. a controller that pilots a slideshow, Figure 2-3) . A TouchGhost manager traverses the graph and makes the necessary TouchGhosts available through the user interface.
In order to accomplish this, we make use of a special purpose user interface toolkit that allows us to query the underlying semantics of a user interface: the COMETs toolkit [3] . This toolkit is based on highlevel interactors (HJ D ³FKRLFH´ ZLGJHW LQVWHDG RI D radio button widget), and COMET widgets can be decorated with meta-data, expressing their role in the interactive system. As a result, we can query a concrete user interface for the meaning of user interface widgets (e.g. which task they support) and relationships between different parts of a user interface (e.g. whether
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further information on the toolkit itself, we refer the reader to [3] . Although the use of the COMETs toolkit is not necessary, it provides us a valuable level of abstraction. 
TouchGhost strategies
A TouchGhost interface is configured through TouchGhost strategies. These reconfigurable strategies decide how or when a TouchGhost should be activated and which particular visual guide will be presented to the user. In this section, we propose a wide variety of strategies that can be explored, ranging from strategies where the user has to call for help explicitly, to implicit strategies where the system detects the need for guidance automatically. Depending on the strategy, particular input from the system and/or the user may be required, as indicated in the following examples.
A straightforward example of an explicit strategy is simply pUHVVLQJ D µKHOS ¶ EXWWRQ RU DYDWDU ZKLFK OLVWV all the available actions on an interface component in a pie-menu. The user can select the appropriate action in the menu, after which the corresponding visual guide is shown. Alternatively, with the right hardware support, a user can hover with a finger above a user interface component or look at it longer than a predefined threshold to invoke all the TouchGhost guides one after another. The order in which the guides are presented can be dependent on general usage statistics (e.g. show the guide related to the most common action first). In that case, a TouchGhost observer service needs to be running alongside the user interface, recording all events on the display surface.
Implicit strategies can further exploit the information collected by a TouchGhost observer, to detect the need for guidance automatically. The user might be operating a user interface component very ineffectively, without knowing the existence of a more efficient technique. Based on the information collected IURP WKH V\VWHP ¶V SUHYLRXV XVHUV such as usage frequency (e.g. which actions occur often, rarely or never) and interaction patterns (e.g. which actions often, rarely or never occur consecutively), the TouchGhost interface can propose improved ways of interacting by launching the appropriate guides. An implicit strategy may for example detect the repeated usage of single-touch interaction techniques: a user always scales a picture with only one finger, while it would be more efficient to use both hands. By showing a TouchGhost guide, the interface informs the user of the alternative technique.
An implicit strategy might not always be able to determine which guide to show. A strategy could attempt to assist the user after an erroneous action or DIWHUDGHOD\LQWKHXVHU ¶VDFWLRQV+RZHYHU, it may be impossible to predict what the user is trying to achieve. In such a case, the strategy can recommend the most likely guides to the user.
In public spaces, a dedicated strategy can show the possibilities of an interface to bystanders by invoking the available TouchGhosts one after another when the system has been inactive for some time. If an explicit strategy is being employed, it might even be useful to show a TouchGhost guide on how to activate TouchGhosts as soon as a new user starts to interact with the system. Figure 3 illustrates an example of a TouchGhost interface. We use an explicit strategy to make the TouchGhosts available: the user can call for help by means of an avatar (Figure 3 , bottom left side). When the user touches the avatar, a help mode is activated and a black translucent layer covers everything except for the avatar. The user is then asked to touch the part of the user interface on which she wants assistance. A pie-menu displays all the related topics on that specific interface component. Once the user selects a topic, the associated visual guide is shown.
TouchGhost example
In this example, the visualization of a guide consists of animating two virtual hands, which control the user interface elements that are currently displayed on the screen. As a result, the guide shows the user exactly what she needs to do to achieve the task. In this particular example, the guide explains how to browse through a picture collection using multiple fingers: while holding the top picture with two fingers, the user FDQ H[WUDSRODWH D µstrip ¶ E\ GUDJJLQJ WKH picture outwards with the second hand (Figure 3) . While the guide is playing, the user can interrupt it at any moment by touching the avatar.
Conclusion and future work
This work presents TouchGhosts: visual guides embedded in a multi-touch user interfaces that demonstrate interaction techniques while the user is interacting with the system. It is a first step towards exploring a help mechanism for multi-touch user interfaces in public spaces. Our initial prototype makes use of an explicit strategy to trigger the TouchGhosts; the user simply touches an avatar to request assistance. We are currently exploring more advanced and implicit strategies, and we will assess the effectiveness of other approaches, such as measuring hesitations.
In addition, we need to examine how to deal with a system that targets multiple users at once. Problems may arise when several users need different guides at the same time. For example, if the visualization is based on animated hands, four or more hands may be demonstrating interaction techniques simultaneously, which can lead to cluttering and confusion.
We focus on multi-touch user interfaces, since there is an important need for this type of solutions (especially when targeting public spaces). However, we believe our approach can be suitable for other systems, such as tablet PCs and PDAs, since a TouchGhost helps users to discover touch-based interaction techniques that are not directly perceivable through the graphical presentation of a user interface.
